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SELECTIVE LOCAL TRANSIENT IMPROVEMENT AND

PEAKING

FOR VIDEO SHARPNESS ENHANCEMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application is a continuation-in-part of Application No.

11/157,335, filed June 20, 2005, (Docket No. P21783), the content of which is

hereby incorporated by reference, and is also a continuation-in-part of Application

No. 11/184,688, filed July 19, 2005, (Docket No. P21764), the content of which is

hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

Implementations of the claimed invention generally may relate to schemes

for enhancing video information and, more particularly, to such schemes that alter

the sharpness of the video information.

Video information may be transmitted via a medium in time and/or space

for viewing at a separate time and/or location. In some cases, the medium may be

a transmission medium, such as carrier waves (e.g., terrestrial and/or cable-carried)

or protocol-based data networks. In some cases, the medium may be a storage

medium (e.g., tape, hard disk, digital video disc (DVD), etc.) that may store the

video information prior to its display. Typically, the video data may be encoded

into one of a number of formats before transmission. Some encoding formats may



include, but are not limited to, MPEG-I, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, Advanced Video

Coding (AVC) (e.g., MPEG-4, part 10 and ITU-T Recommendation H.264),

Windows Media Video 9 (WMV-9), and/or SMPTE's VC-I.

Such encoding of video information may remove (e.g., by quantizing, etc.)

some higher-frequency content in the original video information. The decoded

information may appear smoothed and/or somewhat fuzzy when displayed. This

phenomenon may not be unique to encoded video data, but may also be present in,

for example, transmitted analog video due to impediments in the transmission

path. Thus, it may be desirable to increase the sharpness of received and/or

decoded video data to improve its perceived picture quality.

To further introduce the concept of sharpening video, a one-dimensional

example will be discussed with regard to Figs. IA and IB. An image in a video

sequence may include, for example, luma and chroma signals (e.g., Y, U, and V)

sampled in both the horizontal and vertical directions. When the image is roughly

uniform in a certain area, the sample values may be substantially the same. When

an edge (e.g. a horizontal edge) exists in the image, however, the sample values in

the horizontal direction may undergo an abrupt change in value. Fig. IA illustrates

a one-dimensional plot 110 of luma values that change somewhat abruptly over a

number of pixels.

To sharpen the video signal, overshoots/undershoots may be generated in

the signal (e.g., Y, U or V) by adding the second derivative (e.g., d2Y/dx2) of plot



110 to itself. Fig. IB illustrates a plot 120 that has been so sharpened by the

addition of undershoot 130 and overshoot 140. Adding overshoot/undershoot

140/130 may boost perceived, higher frequency components. Because plot 120

may have steeper edges than plot 110, its transition may be perceived as visually

sharper than that of unsharpened plot 110.

Some schemes for increasing the sharpness of video information, however,

may also increase noise within the video information to unacceptable levels.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a

part of this specification, illustrate one or more implementations consistent with

the principles of the invention and, together with the description, explain such

implementations. The drawings are not necessarily to scale the emphasis instead

being placed upon illustrating the principles of the invention. In the drawings,

Figs. IA and IB conceptually illustrate sharpening a video signal;

Fig. 2 illustrates a portion of a video display system;

Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary linear sharpener in the system of Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 conceptually illustrates an example convolution kernel;

Fig. 5 illustrates an exemplary gain profile of an amplifier in the linear

sharpener of Fig. 3;

Fig. 6 illustrates an exemplary non-linear sharpener in the system of Fig. 2;

Fig. 7 illustrates an exemplary first order decomposition by the sharpener



of Fig. 6; and

Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary process of selectively changing the

sharpness of video data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following detailed description refers to the accompanying drawings.

The same reference numbers may be used in different drawings to identify the

same or similar elements. In the following description, for purposes of

explanation and not limitation, specific details are set forth such as particular

structures, architectures, interfaces, techniques, etc. in order to provide a thorough

understanding of the various aspects of the claimed invention. However, it will be

apparent to those skilled in the art having the benefit of the present disclosure that

the various aspects of the invention claimed may be practiced in other examples

that depart from these specific details. In certain instances, descriptions of well

known devices, circuits, and methods are omitted so as not to obscure the

description of the present invention with unnecessary detail.

Fig. 2 illustrates a portion of a video display system 200. System 200 may

receive video information from any suitable medium, including but not limited to

various transmission and/or storage media. Although illustrated as separate

functional elements for ease of explanation, any or all of the elements of system

200 may be co-located and/or implemented by a common group of gates and/or

transistors. Further, system 200 may be implemented via software, firmware,



hardware, or any suitable combination thereof.

In various implementations, system 200 may include, or be part of, one or

more of a processing system, a processing sub-system, a processor, a computer, a

device, an encoder, a decoder, a coder/decoder (CODEC), a filtering device (e.g.,

graphic scaling device, deblocking filtering device), a transformation device, an

entertainment system, a display, or any other processing architecture. The

implementations are not limited in this context.

The portion of display system 200 shown in Fig. 2 may include a linear

sharpener 210, a non-linear sharpener 220, a selector 230, and a display buffer

240. The video data input to system 200 may have been decoded from any of a

number of encoding schemes that may include, but are not limited to, MPEG-I,

MPEG-2, MPEG-4, Advanced Video Coding (AVC) (e.g., MPEG-4, part 10 and

ITU-T Recommendation H.264), Windows Media Video 9 (WMV-9), and/or

SMPTE's VC-1.

Linear sharpener 210 may function to selectively sharpen a stream of video

images. In some implementations, linear sharpener 210 may differently sharpen

certain portions of a picture in the video stream based on their amplitudes and/or

their neighboring pixels.

Fig. 3 illustrates an implementation of linear sharpener 210. Linear

sharpener 210 may include a convolver 310, an amplifier 320, and a combiner 330.

Although illustrated as being connected in a certain manner for ease of illustration,



linear sharpener 210 in Fig. 3 may be connected in other configurations. For

example, in some implementations, combiner 330 may be located before amplifier

320, instead of after as shown. Other variations are both possible and

contemplated.

Convolver 310 may be arranged to sharpen a pixel (e.g., Y, U, and/or V

component) of video data by adding content to the pixel. Convolver 310 may

convolve a two-dimensional (2D) Laplacian kernel with a number of pixels

surrounding the pixel in question to obtain a derivative value. Such derivative

value, the output of convolver 310, may be referred to as a sharpening value.

For example, in some implementations, convolver 310 may use a 5x5

kernel, such as Laplacian convolution kernel 410 shown in Fig. 4. Convolver 310

may convolve kernel 410 with, for example, the 5x5 luma data containing the pixel

in question to obtain the 2D derivative of the luma signal. The output of convolver

310 may be, for example, a 7x7 array as a result of convolution of the 5x5 luma (or

chroma) data with the 5x5 kernel. The sharpening value output by convolver 310

may be the center value of such resulting array that corresponds to the pixel in

question.

Other variations than this specific example are contemplated. For example,

a different-sized kernel may be used by convolver 310 than kernel 410. In some

implementations, the same or different kernels may be used for luma (e.g., Y) and

chroma (e.g., U and/or V) video data. In some implementations, only the luma



data may be convolved, while passing the chroma data unaltered.

Returning to Fig. 3, amplifier 320 may be arranged to selectively increase

the sharpening value from convolver 310 to produce an amplified value. In some

implementations, amplifier 320 may apply a nonlinear gain curve that depends on

the input, sharpening values to produce amplified values. For example, in some

implementations, amplifier 320 may not supply (and/or apply) gain to those

sharpening values that do not exceed around 5% (or another relatively small

threshold) of the overall dynamic range of the pixel values that are input to

convolver 310. Such selective amplification by amplifier 320 may avoid

amplifying noise below a certain signal level (e.g., preventing "coring" in a final-

sharpened pixel value output by combiner 330). Similarly, in some

implementations, amplifier 320 also may not supply and/or apply gain to

sharpening values that exceed a certain threshold. In this manner, amplifier 320

may also prevent clipping in the final, sharpened pixel value output by combiner

330.

Fig. 5 illustrates an exemplary gain profile 500 of amplifier 320. In some

implementations, there may exist a desired or preferred gain profile 510, shown as

a dashed line. In the implementation of Fig. 5, gain profile 500 may be a

piecewise linear approximation of desired profile 510. Other implementations are

possible and contemplated, however, such as a curvilinear approximation of

desired profile 510 (e.g., a quadratic or cubic function). In some implementations,



desired profile 510 may be implemented exactly, such as via a look-up table.

Gain profile 500 may illustrate the gain (or gain scale factor) of amplifier

320 versus the input signal (e.g., the sharpening value from convolver 310, which

may be luminance and/or chrominance). Gain profile 500 may be substantially

zero up to a coring point 520, may generally increase between coring point 520

and an intermediate point 530, may generally decrease between intermediate point

520 and a clipping point 540, and may be substantially zero beyond clipping point

540. A maximum value 550 of profile 500 may occur when the input value is at

intermediate point 530.

In some implementations, (e.g., where a full scale value of may be 255,

corresponding to 8 bits), coring point 520 may be about 40, and intermediate point

530 may be about 50. In some implementations, clipping point 540 may be a

suitable value to prevent clipping in the final, sharpened pixel value output by

combiner 330. In some implementations, maximum value 550 may be set to 125,

almost half of the full scale value. Other values are possible, however. It should

be noted that the non-zero portions of gain profile 500 need not be symmetrical

about intermediate point 530.

Returning to Fig. 3, although amplifier 320 (and associated gain profile in

Fig. 5) has been described as operating based on the sharpening values output by

convolver 310, in some implementations amplifier 320 may operate based on the

video data (e.g., pre-sharpened values) input to convolver 310. In some



implementations, amplifier 320 may operate based on the combination of the pre-

sharpened pixel data and the sharpening values output by convolver 310.

Regardless of which data amplifier 320 operates based upon, it may function to

prevent coring and/or clipping in the sharpened pixel values output by combiner

330.

Combiner 330 may combine the amplified values from amplifier 320 with

pixel values that were input to convolver 310 to output sharpened pixel values. In

some implementations, combiner 330 may include an adder to add an amplified

value from amplifier 320 to a corresponding unsharpened pixel value. In some

implementations, combiner 330 may include other logic to arithmetically (e.g.,

subtracter, multiplier, etc.) and/or logically (e.g., AND 5 XOR, etc.) combine an

amplified values to corresponding pixel values as appropriate.

Returning to Fig. 2, non-linear sharpener 220 may function to selectively

sharpen a stream of video images. In some implementations, non-linear sharpener

220 may differently sharpen certain portions of a picture in the video stream based

on a frequency-based, non-linear transformation of the images.

Fig. 6 illustrates an implementation of non-linear sharpener 220. Non¬

linear sharpener 220 may include a wavelet decomposition module 610, a

horizontal edge enhancement module 660, a vertical edge enhancement module, a

diagonal edge enhancement module 680, and a reconstruction module 690.

Wavelet decomposition module 610 may be arranged to receive an input



image 620. Input image 620 may include, for example, a picture in a video

sequence including signals (e.g., Y, U, and V) sampled in both the horizontal and

vertical directions. The implementations are not limited in this context.

In various implementations, the wavelet decomposition module 610 may

be arranged to perform wavelet decomposition. The wavelet decomposition may

include two-dimensional orthogonal wavelet decomposition, for example. The

wavelet decomposition may automatically detect edge information in any general

direction in the signal components (e.g., YUV or RGB). It can be appreciated that

various wavelet decompositions may be used. The implementations are not

limited in this context.

In various implementations, wavelet decomposition may include

determining the location of the edges as well as making the edges steeper by

modifying the constituent frequency components. The wavelet decomposition

may include performing wavelet analysis for edge detection and/or transient

processes. The edge information may be decomposed via a wavelet filter bank, for

example, and the frequency-amplitude distribution for the edges may be adaptively

changed. The wavelets may include time aspects and scale or space aspects, which

enable analysis in both time and space for any physical phenomenon. Wavelet

analysis may include a windowing technique with variable-sized regions. Wavelet

analysis may allow the use of long time intervals where more precise low-

frequency information is desired, and the use of shorter regions where high-



frequency information is desired. The implementations are not limited in this

context.

The wavelet decomposition may include employing a wavelet transform.

In various implementations, the wavelet transform may include a two-dimensional

discrete wavelet transform (2D-DWT) such as a Debauchies wavelet transform, for

example. In various implementations, the wavelet transform may use dyadic

scales and positions following a geometric sequence of ratio two in order to reduce

the amount of wavelet coefficient calculations. The dyadic wavelet transform

improves efficiency and generally is just as accurate. The implementations are not

limited in this context.

In various implementations, the wavelet decomposition may include

performing multiple levels of decomposition. In one implementation, for example,

the wavelet decomposition may include three levels of decomposition. The 2D-

DWT, for example, may decompose an image into a low-detail component and

three higher-detail components (e.g., including higher-frequency information) in a

horizontal direction, in a vertical direction, and in a diagonal direction. Those

familiar with DWT may recognize that after a first-level decomposition, a

resulting low-detail component may be successively decomposed in second, third,

etc. level decompositions. The implementations are not limited in this context.

Wavelet decomposition module 610 may arranged to perform wavelet

decomposition on original image 620. In various implementations, the wavelet



decomposition module 610 may perform a three-level, two-dimensional wavelet

decomposition (e.g., 2D-DWT) to generate a first level decomposition 630, a

second level decomposition 640, and a third level decomposition 650. The

implementations are not limited in this context.

Horizontal edge enhancement module 660, vertical edge enhancement

module, and diagonal edge enhancement module 680 may be arranged to change

the decomposition output (e.g., 2D-DWT output). In various implementations,

horizontal, vertical and diagonal enhancement may be applied only to the detail

components (e.g., higher frequency) of the wavelet decomposition, while the

approximation component (e.g., lower frequency) of every level of wavelet

decomposition may be passed to reconstruction module 690 without any

enhancement. Such may ensure the sharpness enhancement method does not

respond to the low frequency components in the image, but rather to the mid and

high frequency components. The implementations are not limited in this context.

In various implementations, the horizontal edge enhancement module 660,

the vertical edge enhancement module, and the diagonal edge enhancement

module 680 may be arranged to pad higher frequency components with more

components, which fit the decomposed components. The different decomposition

levels may be treated differently (soft threshold), based on the relative amount of

energy in every decomposition level. In various implementations, the 2D-DWT

decomposition may be modified by boosting the high frequency components in the



horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions at the first level with a factor tl, at the

second level with a factor t2, and at the third level with a factor t3, where tl> t2

t3. The implementations are not limited in this context.

Horizontal edge enhancement module 660 may boost the high frequency

components from the first level decomposition 630 in the horizontal direction by a

first enhancement factor thl . The horizontal edge enhancement module 660 may

boost the high frequency components from the second level decomposition 640 in

the horizontal direction by a second enhancement factor th2. The horizontal edge

enhancement module 660 may boost the high frequency components from the third

level decomposition 650 in the horizontal direction by a third enhancement factor

th3 (thl> th2> t 3). The implementations are not limited in this context.

Vertical edge enhancement module 670 may boost the high frequency

components from the first level decomposition 630 in the vertical direction by a

first enhancement factor tvl . The vertical edge enhancement module 670 may

boost the high frequency components from the second level decomposition 640 in

the vertical direction by a second enhancement factor tv2. The vertical edge

enhancement module 670 may boost the high frequency components from the third

level decomposition 650 in the vertical direction by a third enhancement factor tv3

(tvl> tv2> tv3). The implementations are not limited in this context.

Diagonal edge enhancement module 680 may boost the high frequency

components from the first level decomposition 630 in the diagonal direction by a



first enhancement factor tdl . The diagonal edge enhancement module 680 may

boost the high frequency components from the second level decomposition 640 in

the diagonal direction by a second enhancement factor U2. The diagonal edge

enhancement module 680 may boost the high frequency components from the third

level decomposition 650 in the diagonal direction by a third enhancement factor

t 3 (tdl> td2> ta3). The implementations are not limited in this context.

Reconstruction module 690 may be arranged to perform reconstruction

using the modified decomposition levels. In various implementations, the

reconstruction module 690 may receive the enhanced horizontal, vertical and

diagonal detail component of the wavelet decomposition from horizontal edge

enhancement module 660, vertical edge enhancement module 670, and diagonal

edge enhancement module 680. Reconstruction module 690 may receive the

approximation component (low frequency) of every level of wavelet

decomposition without enhancement from wavelet decomposition module 610. In

various implementations, the reconstruction module 690 may use the modified

frequency components of the luma and/or chorma (Y and/or UV) signals and

perform inverse transformation to obtain every image back from the wavelet

transforms. The implementations are not limited in this context.

In some cases, if the edge information is weak, weak real signals may be

confused with noise. In various implementations, a local noise measurement

technique may be used to adaptively decide on the local threshold for noise



presence to remedy this situation. The local noise measurement technique may

adaptively determine a coring value based on the picture contents. The coring

value may be set to a very low percentage of the input signal (YU or V),

depending on the picture characteristics. In various implementations, the coring

value may be set to 2-4% so that almost 96% of the original values are excluded

(assuming a valid Gaussian assumption) to hypothesize the coring threshold in an

image. The coring value may be used locally at every decomposition level to

measure the level of noise and to give a localized measure both in the time domain

(the image itself) and in the frequency domain (every decomposition level). The

implementations are not limited in this context.

Returning to Fig. 2, selector 230 may select between the outputs of linear

sharpener 210 and non-linear sharpener 220 to output to display buffer 240 based

on information from non-linear sharpener 220 (shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2).

In some implementations, selector 230 may default to outputting the sharpened

video information from non-linear sharpener 220, unless there are particularly

sharp edges in the image 620. In the presence of such sharp edges, selector may

output the sharpened video information from linear sharpener 210 instead.

In some implementations, selector 230 may use the higher-frequency

information in first-level decomposition 630 to determine the presence or absence

of sharp edges. Selector 230 may determine areas of high-density spatial

frequencies from any one, two, or all three higher-detail components of



decomposition 630 (e.g., in the horizontal direction, in the vertical direction,

and/or in the diagonal direction). Various schemes and criteria for determining

areas of high spatial frequencies are possible. For example, selector 230 may

make such determination on a pixel-by-pixel (or groups of pixels) basis by

comparing the higher-detail components of decomposition 630 with a threshold.

Tn some implementations, selector 230 may make such determination for a certain

number of pixels (or blocks) adjacent to a pixel for which such a threshold is

exceeded. In some implementations, selector 230 may determine areas of high-

density via a certain number of threshold-exceeding values within a certain area

(e.g., block, macroblock, etc.).

Purely for the purposes of illustration, Fig. 7 shows an exemplary first-

level, 2D wavelet decomposition 630 including a low-detail component 710 and

three high-detail components (e.g., including high-frequency information) in a

horizontal direction (i.e., horizontal component 720), in a vertical direction (i.e.,

vertical component 730), and in a diagonal direction (i.e., diagonal component

740). Selector 230 may select the output of linear sharpener 210 for certain pixels

corresponding to the circled area(s) of component(s) 720, 730, and/or 740 (e.g.,

regions high spatial density), and may select the output of non-linear sharpener

220 for all other pixels (e.g., regions low spatial density). Although the claimed

invention may be performed using components from a first-level wavelet

decomposition 630, it should not be limited thereto, as it may also be performed



with higher-level wavelet decompositions and/or other types of transformations to

extract, for example, high-frequency components 720-740 or similar high-

frequency information.

Returning to Fig. 2, display buffer 240 may receive video data from

selector 230, and may temporarily store at least some of such data prior to its

output to a display device (not shown). In addition to a buffering (e.g., storage)

function, display buffer 240 may perform other display-related tasks, such as

synchronizing its output signal to a timing or sync signal to facilitate display.

Other functionality that is typically found in display buffers may also be present in

display buffer 240.

Fig. 8 illustrates an example process 800 of selectively changing the

sharpness of video data. Although Fig. 8 may be described with regard to system

200 described in Figs. 2-7 for ease and clarity of explanation, it should be

understood that process 800 may be performed by other hardware and/or software

implementations.

Processing may begin by selector 230 determining a frequency content

associated with a pixel, or a group of pixels [act 810]. This determination may be

made, as previously described, based on frequency content in a first-order wavelet

decomposition 630, in any or all of the horizontal, vertical and/or diagonal

directions.

If the frequency content of the pixel, or group of pixels, is determined to be



high [act 820], selector 230 may output a sharpened pixel value from linear

sharpener 210 for this pixel or group of pixels [act 830]. In this manner, system

200 avoids introducing noise and/or other undesirable effects by increasing to a

greater degree (e.g., non-linearly) the already high frequency content. Instead,

these areas of high frequency content may be sharpened to a lesser degree (e.g., a

first order or lower sharpening, which may be generally referred to as "linear").

If the frequency content of the pixel, or group of pixels, is not determined

to be high [act 820], selector 230 may output a sharpened pixel value from non¬

linear sharpener 220 for this pixel or group of pixels [act 840]. In this manner,

system 200 may sharpen these areas of relatively low frequency content to a

greater degree (e.g., a second order or higher sharpening, which may be generally

referred to as "non-linear"). Because an image may typically contain a greater

percentage of low-frequency content (e.g., 80%, 90%, 95%, etc.), the greater, non¬

linear sharpening in act 840 may be considered the "default" case, and act 830 may

be performed in the generally smaller number of cases where sharp edges (e.g.,

high frequency content) are present.

The foregoing description of one or more implementations provides

illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the

scope of the invention to the precise form disclosed. Modifications and variations

are possible in light of the above teachings or may be acquired from practice of

various implementations of the invention.



For example, although the scheme described herein may be performed on a

pixel-by-pixel basis, it may also be performed for aggregations or groups of pixels

in an image. Also as used herein, the terms "linear" and "non-linear" should not

be interpreted strictly. Rather, "linear" is used herein as convenient shorthand for

first-order or lower (i.e., 0th order) sharpening. For example, gain profile 500

includes zero and piecewise linear portions, but it may be considered "linear" in

that it contains first-order or lower content. Similarly, "non-linear" as used herein

need not necessarily exclude first-order content. Rather, the term "non-linear" as

used herein may denote the presence of second-order (e.g., quadratic) or higher

sharpening.

Moreover, the scheme described herein should not be limited to the

specific implementations disclosed (e.g., selective amplification and wavelet-

based), but rather may apply to any technique that sharpens in a super-linear

manner, except where high spatial frequencies are present. The claimed invention

is intended to encompass any such technique that sharpens such higher-frequency

content less, and possibly with a different technique.

Further, at least some of the acts in Fig. 7 may be implemented as

instructions, or groups of instructions, implemented in a machine-readable

medium.

No element, act, or instruction used in the description of the present

application should be construed as critical or essential to the invention unless



explicitly described as such. Also, as used herein, the article "a" is intended to

include one or more items. Variations and modifications may be made to the

above-described implementation(s) of the claimed invention without departing

substantially from the spirit and principles of the invention. All such

modifications and variations are intended to be included herein within the scope of

this disclosure and protected by the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A method, comprising:

determining a frequency content associated with a pixel value in an

image;

linearly sharpening the pixel if the frequency content exceeds a

threshold; and

non-linearly sharpening the pixel if the frequency content does not

exceed the threshold.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining includes:

decomposing the image using wavelets into a first level wavelet

decomposition.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the frequency content

includes a horizontal component in the first level wavelet decomposition, a vertical

component in the first level wavelet decomposition, or a diagonal component in

the first level wavelet decomposition.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the linearly sharpening

includes:

generating a sharpening value for the pixel value,



amplifying the sharpening value in a piecewise linear manner to

produce an amplified value, and

combining the pixel value and the amplified value.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the generating includes:

convolving the pixel value and a number of surrounding pixels with a

kernel to produce the sharpening value.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the non-linearly sharpening

includes:

performing a wavelet decomposition of the image to produce an output,

and

enhancing high frequency components of the output of the wavelet

decomposition.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the non-linearly sharpening

further includes:

reconstructing the image based on the enhanced high frequency

components of the output of the wavelet decomposition.

8. A system, comprising:



a linear sharpener to selectively sharpen a pixel of an image and to

output a linearly sharpened value for the pixel;

a non-linear sharpener to selectively sharpen the pixel and to output a

non-linearly sharpened value for the pixel; and

a selector to choose one of the linearly sharpened value and the non-

linearly sharpened value as an output value based on frequency content associated

with the pixel.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the frequency content is

obtained from the non-linear sharpener.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein the linear sharpener includes:

a sharpening portion to sharpen the pixel and output a sharpening value,

an amplifier to apply a gain, that changes a function of sharpening

value, to the sharpening value to produce an altered value, and

a combiner to combine the altered value and the pixel and to output the

linearly sharpened value.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the sharpening portion

includes:

a convolver to convolve the pixel and a number of surrounding pixels



with a similarly sized kernel.

12. The system of claim 8, wherein the non-linear sharpener

includes:

a wavelet decomposition module to perform wavelet decomposition of

the image to detect and modify edge information, and

an edge enhancement module to enhance wavelet decomposition output

from the wavelet decomposition module.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the non-linear sharpener

further includes:

a reconstruction module to perform image reconstruction based on

outputs from the wavelet decomposition module and the edge enhancement

module.

14. The system of claim 8 wherein the selector is arranged to

choose the linearly sharpened value as the output value when the frequency

content associated with the pixel exceeds a threshold, and

wherein the selector is arranged to choose the non-linearly sharpened

value as the output value when the frequency content associated with the pixel

does not exceed the threshold.



15. The system of claim 8 further comprising:

a display buffer to store the output value from the selector.

16. A method, comprising:

sharpening a pixel in an image by a first amount using a first sharpening

technique to produce a first sharpened value;

sharpening the pixel in the image by a second amount that is less than

the first amount using a second sharpening technique to produce a second

sharpened value;

selecting the second sharpened value if a spatial frequency associated

with the pixel is high; and

selecting the first sharpened value if the spatial frequency associated

with the pixel is not high.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the first sharpening

technique includes wavelet decomposition of the image, enhancement of

decomposed components, and reconstruction of the image.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein the second sharpening

technique includes applying a piecewise linear gain function to a sharpening value



for the pixel.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein the spatial frequency

associated with the pixel is obtained from the decomposed components.
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